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Special Project Requests

- Requests approved May 2017:
  - Support for Introduction to Engineering Program – HS Level
    - Loyola Blakefield, Towson, Maryland
    - Approved funding: $5,000
  - Support Underwater Unmanned Vehicle competition, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
    - Approved funding: $5,000
    - Article in prep for AES magazine

- Additional requests were accepted from Board members until August 15, 2017 (form on Board website)
  - IEEE process takes several months due to legal agreements needed between universities and IEEE.
AESS Student & YP Representatives

• Garrett Hall, Undergraduate, University of Texas San Antonio
• Federico Lombardi, Graduate, University College London

Young Professionals Coordinator
• Lorenzo LoMonte

NOTE: Joint Young Professionals Event (heavy reception & meeting) held with IEEE Systems Council and IEEE Montreal Section at IEEE International Systems Conference, April 25, Montreal Canada

• 35 attendees
• Career discussion led by Walt Downing & Bob Rassa